Date and Time Reset on a Matrix Wand™
Tools Required
(1) #10 Torx screwdriver (three inch barrel) and (1) #2 pencil with an eraser

FYI: When batteries go down or die, it will be a
different starting point on the menu than
when you have to reset the date and time.

STEP ONE

Turn the Matrix Wand on and determine if one or both date/time settings need to be reset. Note: Could be left, right or
both cameras. When the Matrix Wand is powered up, look to see whether the left or right screen says: please reset date
and time or clock has been reset. Set date and time. In this example, we are doing the right camera when looking at the
Matrix Wand from the operating position. Once you have determined the camera that is in need of being reset, power

STEP TWO
Roll the Matrix Wand down, so that the screen is no longer facing you, but to the floor (Bottom side up).

STEP THREE
Locate the three holes on the bottom right side of the Matrix Wand pod. Using the Torx screwdriver, unscrew the three
long screws and remove. DO NOT TOUCH the allen screw in the middle.

STEP FOUR
Then locate the four short screws that hold the camera pod at the wand arm on either side of the camera lens. Remove
the four short screws and remove the top portion of the pod. Note: When rolling the Matrix Wand back, the screws will
be loose and may fall to the floor.

STEP FIVE
Roll the Matrix Wand back into an upright position with the Matrix Wand lens facing away from you. After installing fully
charged batteries, turn the Matrix Wand power on. LCD screen will come on with a warning stating that the clock has
been reset and will have the set date and time highlighted.

STEP SIX
Using your #2 pencil, hit ok in the center of the pinwheel. It will then bring up a screen: "Time zone and date" with
options to scroll down and select date and time. With your pencil, arrow down on the pinwheel and select ok when the
date and time are highlighted.

STEP SEVEN
Using your pencil, press the arrow up or down on the pinwheel to adjust the year. When the year you select appears,
simply use your pencil to arrow to the right to move on to the date. Continue arrowing to the right to move down to the
time. Arrow up or down to set the time. When that is complete simply press ok. The screen will then show the
corrected date. If the camera goes to information display screen, simply press menu with your pencil, time zone and
date will be highlighted and press ok. The corrected date will be on the bottom of the screen.

STEP EIGHT
Reassemble the Matrix Wand as needed for each camera by attaching the camera pod first, then the 3 long screws, and
the 4 short screws
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